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Foreword

Bill Tamblyn
Head of School of Music and Performance Arts
The Colchester Institute

In 1974 I began teaching at what is now The
Colchester Institute. At that time I proposed that,
not only was the study of the music of the wor-
shipping community a respectable academic ac-
tivity, but that research in such an area was vital
if we were to understand other issues in the lit-
urgy. Acceptance of this view was a long time in
coming, and only in 1982 were we able to offer li-
turgical music as a major vocational study within
our undergraduate programme. In 1994 the Litur-
gical Music pathway within our Masters degree
was validated by Anglia Polytechnic University,
and currently there are 21 students registered on
this programme of study.

Following the publication in 1992 of The New
Oxford Book of Carols, I was invited by BBC Radio
3 to select and record some items for transmission
during Advent. My immediate response was to
turn to examples from the American ‘primitives’
and the English ‘gallery tradition’. In consultation
with Christopher Turner (who is currently work-
ing on his PhD in the educational implications of
gallery music), our selection was decided – the
gallery tradition it would be.

So favourable was the public response to the
broadcast of our full-blooded rendition of this
repertoire that Christopher Turner organised our
first residential conference at the Institute in the
summer of 1995, at which I was invited to direct a
practical session. I had recently returned from the
USA flushed with the success of attending worship
with the ‘horse and buggy’ Mennonites and was
persuaded by the power of their slow singing. I
therefore asked conference delegates to sing some
unaccompanied psalmody very slowly – a simple
device to help us understand the acerbic com-
ments on tempo made by English writers such as
Isaac Watts and Samuel Pepys (Temperley, 1979,
pp. 92 et seq.), but it also confirmed that ‘slow’
singing was indeed deeply prayerful.

There are many contentious issues addressed
in this collection of papers from a distinguished
list of contributors – not least in the matter of
tempo. This collection more than justifies all those
years of waiting. If anything validates our interest
in the music of the worshipping assembly and
their nominees, then this is it.
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Introduction

Peter Holman

I well remember the first occasion I heard some
18th-century psalmody. During a visit to the USA
in 1981/82 I found an LP by the Boston Camerata
entitled Sing we Noel: Christmas Music from Eng-
land and Early America in the shop of the Mu-
seum of Fine Arts in Boston, and bought it on
impulse. I was initially attracted by the medieval
English music on side 1, but I soon became fasci-
nated by the carols from 18th- and 19th-century
America on side 2. Their directness and vigour
came as a welcome contrast to the sentimental
Victorian carols I had been brought up with, and
I seemed to be hearing in their striking harmonies
and lively counterpoint a remarkable ‘folk’ sur-
vival of renaissance compositional techniques.
Daniel Read’s fuguing tune ‘Sherburne’, used on
the record as a vehicle for Nahum Tate’s ‘While
shepherds watched’, soon became a family favour-
ite at Christmas.

In the sleeve notes of the recording, Joel Cohen
wrote that ‘Sherburne’, first published in 1783, was
‘a typical New England “fuguing tune”’, and I ini-
tially presumed that the fuguing tune, an elabo-
rate type of hymn or psalm tune featuring a con-
trapuntal passage, was a distinctive product of
Colonial America. It seemed to exemplify the
sturdy, pioneer spirit of the New World. In fact, I
should have known better, for Nicholas Temper-
ley’s classic book The Music of the English Parish
Church (Temperley, 1979) had already showed
conclusively that the repertory of ‘gallery music’
(so called because it was often sung by choirs
placed in the west galleries of country churches)
or ‘psalmody’ (to give it its less restrictive contem-
porary name) had developed first in England, and
had only been exported later to America. As
Nicholas Temperley points out in his paper in this
book, it was rediscovered earlier in America than
in England because it was effectively the begin-
ning of their musical history, but seemed to be
only a small and rather peripheral part of ours.
The English repertory of psalmody grew out of a
late 17th-century movement to revitalise worship
in Anglican parish churches by forming amateur
choirs to improve standards. But this produced
unforeseen results, for as the choirs became more
ambitious and began to perform complex poly-
phonic psalm settings and anthems, they silenced
the congregations they had been formed to sup-
port.

For me, the next landmark was the publication
of The New Oxford Book of Carols, edited by Hugh
Keyte, Andrew Parrott and Clifford Bartlett (1992).
The NOBC contained the first sizeable collection
of English psalmody to be made available in a
mainstream modern edition, edited according to
recognised musicological norms, and placed in
the context of parallel repertories in America and
on the Continent. A particularly important part of
the NOBC, unfortunately omitted in the cheaper
Shorter NOBC along with all the editorial notes,
was the inclusion of long essays on ‘English organ
accompaniment, interludes, and givings-out’ and
‘The English “gallery” and American “primitive”
traditions’. To my knowledge, they were the first
published writings to treat the performance of
psalmody as a subject of historical enquiry rather
than as a matter of ethnographic report on a liv-
ing or recently deceased tradition. More generally,
the NOBC made a selection of psalmody accessi-
ble to choirs and vocal groups all over the coun-
try, just as Andrew Parrott’s CD anthologies The
Carol Album, Carol Album 2 and The Christmas
Album introduced psalmody to a wider listening
public.

Of course, interest in the subject was not new.
Francis Galpin and K. H. MacDermott had done
valuable work at the turn of the century, when
they were still able to talk to former members of
country choirs, and a number of studies were sub-
sequently made of the choirs and church bands
of particular areas, often published in local his-
tory journals. Nicholas Temperley published an
anthology that included psalmody as the second
volume of his 1979 book, though, maddeningly,
Cambridge University Press saw fit not to include
it in the 1983 paperback reprint. In the 1970s, as
Mike Bailey records in his paper, the Madding
Crowd began to perform psalmody in public; dur-
ing the 1980s and 1990s similar groups sprung up
across the country. Then in 1990 came the forma-
tion of the West Gallery Music Association by
Gordon Ashman and David Townsend. At the
same time, the remarkable living tradition of psal-
mody that survives in the villages around Sheffield
began to attract national attention, largely
through Ian Russell’s research and publications;
his paper summarises his findings.

In retrospect, it is clear that the 1995 con-
ference, the origin of the papers collected in this
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book, came at the right moment to draw these
diverse threads together. Perhaps I should explain
why it was held in Clacton-on-Sea in Essex, a town
better known as a holiday resort than as a centre
of scholarship. The former Grand Hotel in Clacton
is an annexe of The Colchester Institute (now a
regional college of Anglia Polytechnic University),
and the Music School at Colchester has developed
considerable expertise in the field in recent years.
The Head of School, William Tamblyn, is a prac-
tising church musician, and has developed a suc-
cessful Liturgical Music option on the BA degree
programme. Christopher Turner is also a church
musician, and has developed an interest in psal-
mody as part of a wider study of the history of
music education in Britain. My own research in-
terests lie mainly in 17th-century English music,
but I have become increasingly involved in that
of the 18th and 19th centuries as a performer, and
as a tutor supervising student dissertations. As a
result, The Colchester Institute has become some-
thing of a centre for psalmody studies, and its li-
brary is building up an important collection of
early sources.

What made the Clacton conference so inter-
esting was the way the papers and the discussions
continually revealed a philosophical or even ideo-
logical gulf between two groups. If it caused con-
flict from time to time, a lot of us came away with
the feeling that our preconceptions had been
challenged, and that our intellectual horizons had
been broadened in the process. The organisers,
Clifford Bartlett, Hugh Keyte, Blaise Compton,
Christopher Turner and myself, come from the
early music field and belong to a musicological
tradition mostly concerned with art music. We
spend most of our time searching for pieces in
early sources, establishing critical texts of them,
thinking and writing about them in historical
terms, and, last but not least, trying to find out
how they were originally performed. Thus we in-
stinctively want to find the ‘original’ version of a
particular piece, to attribute it to a named com-
poser, to relate our findings to our collective men-
tal map of musical history, and to perform it in a
way that conforms as closely as possible to what
we conceive of as the composer’s intentions.

Many of those who participated in the confer-
ence came from the West Gallery Music Associa-
tion. I hope I am not misrepresenting them by
suggesting that they belong to a tradition that is
effectively a branch of ethnomusicology. They see
the psalmody repertory as a living tradition (as it
is, particularly around Sheffield) rather than a his-
torical phenomenon to be studied and revived.
They are less concerned to establish the original
version or an authoritative text of a particular

piece than to record the various ways it is used in
a continuing tradition. They see composition as
an open-ended process, in which a piece can ex-
ist in many equally valid forms, and thus they are
not much concerned with identifying its ‘original’
version, or with performing it in a particular his-
torical style.

The two essays on performance practice in this
book neatly illustrate these different approaches.
Sally Drage’s ‘Performance practice in 18th-cen-
tury Georgian psalmody’ is concerned with writ-
ten sources – prefaces in psalm-tune books – and
what they can tell us about the tempi, tone pro-
duction, ornamentation, allocation of parts, in-
strumentation and pitch used by country choirs.
By contrast, the main focus of Vic Gammon’s es-
say ‘The performance style of west gallery music’
is traditional music, or, more precisely, what he
calls the ‘plebeian musical tradition’. He does not
neglect the sort of written evidence used by Sally
Drage, but places more reliance on historical re-
cordings of British and American choirs, or mod-
ern recordings of performers of traditional music.
Both approaches, of course, have potential weak-
nesses as well as strengths. The prefaces of psal-
mody publications, however informative, will
never tell us exactly how an 18th-century coun-
try choir sounded, just as we can never be sure
how much 20th-century recordings can tell us
about the practice of the 18th and 19th centuries.
The performances captured on them certainly
belong to a tradition, but the one constant feature
of tradition is that it is constantly changing.

Similar things could be said of the differing ap-
proaches to editing psalmody. Running through
the papers by Ian Russell and Dave Townsend is
the idea that, in Townsend’s words:

the country psalmody tradition should be seen
as a musical continuum, in which individual
compositions and performances are liable to
transformations caused by social needs and
social change. The concerns of art music, the
search for a composer’s unique and original
creation, are not appropriate here; in order to
understand it, it is necessary to integrate
information from the complete record, printed,
manuscript, and oral, and to accept each as
equally valid and valuable.

This position, of course, is close to that adopted
by ethnomusicologists when they regard every
version of a folk-song as equally valid exemplars
of a continuous oral tradition. But psalmody is
rather different from folk-song, partly because it
was transmitted largely through notation, and
partly because some of it is as extended, complex
and elaborately scored as contemporary art mu-
sic. When pieces in 19th-century manuscripts can
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be traced back to printed collections published by
named composers such as Joseph Key, Thomas
Clark and John Foster, they cannot be regarded as
‘equally valid and valuable’, which is not to say
that they do not have their own interest. One of
the fascinating features of psalmody is that it
combines features of art and folk music, and, as
Nicholas Temperley points out, we need to devise
new methods of editing it that borrow techniques
equally from mainstream musicology and from
ethnomusicology.

We also need to devise new methods of evalu-
ating psalmody. As Nicholas Temperley has re-
peatedly pointed out, it is no good judging it by
the standards of art music. Much of the music that
looks ‘crude’ and ‘incorrect’ to conventionally
trained musicians works extremely well in per-
formance, and is often more memorable than
equivalent pieces in the cathedral repertory. But
that does not mean that all psalmody is equally
effective, that we should not try to distinguish
good from bad, or that all areas of the repertory
can be judged by the same standards. We have
learned not to discriminate against supposedly
‘crude’ and ‘incorrect’ pieces, but equally we
should not discriminate against those that hap-
pen to obey the classical rules. We should also
guard against drawing the boundaries of the sub-
ject too tightly. The core of the repertory was com-
posed by amateur provincial composers for coun-
try parish churches where there was no organ, and
for some today the absence of an organ has be-
come an article of faith that effectively defines the

range of their interests. But it would be a mistake
to exclude psalmody because it was written for
dissenting chapels, by professional composers for
urban churches with organs, for choral festivals
with orchestras, or for devotional domestic use
with harpsichord or piano accompaniment.

Where do we go from here? The first priority,
of course, is to make more psalmody available in
modern editions, in live performance, and on CD.
We also need more detailed study of particular ar-
eas of the repertory, preferably bringing archival
research into the original performing ensembles
to bear on a study of the music. A number of per-
formance practice issues are touched on in this
book, but they need closer study. We need bio-
graphical studies of the major psalmody compos-
ers, and bibliographical studies of the important
printed and manuscript sources. Above all, per-
haps, we need to try to provide English psalmody
with a credible historical context. We need to
know more about how it developed, and how it
relates to earlier types of religious music. We need
to refine our understanding of the relationship
between psalmody and the cathedral repertory.
We need to examine the links between English
psalmody and related repertories elsewhere in
Britain and its colonies; Fenella Bazin and James
Forsyth have made a good start in this book, writ-
ing respectively about psalmody in the Isle of Man
and in Australia. We need to see whether there are
any connections with parish church music in
France, Germany and other European countries.
In short, there is much to be done. Let’s do it.






